Design and Development of Engine with Ejector for Mixing Nano Air-Bubbles with Fuel
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Abstract - The Nano air-bubbles mixed into gas oil are used for the energy saving and environmental load reduction of diesel engine. The Nano air-bubbles were mixed into the fuel line continually by a miniature ejector type mixer which can make Nano and micro sizes. After the micro air-bubbles were separated with the Nano air-bubbles in a mixing tank, diesel engine performance test with a common-rail injection system was experimented. The results showed that reduction in break means specific fuel consumption, rise in charging efficiency and a slight reduction in the density of exhaust smoke etc. These were caused by mixing the Nano air-bubbles into gas oil. It is confirmed that the Nano air bubbles had advanced and activated combustion by a physical and chemical action.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As of late, upgrades in vehicle eco-friendliness have been significant because of intensifying natural and vitality issues, for example, a dangerous atmospheric deviation and tight interest for oil, and so forth. Interest for eco-friendly diesel traveller autos and lower ozone depleting substance discharges has ascended in Western Europe, with in excess of 56 percent deals share in 2011. In the interim, the expansion in the treatment expenses of gasses issued by diesel motors has turned into a noteworthy undertaking so as to deal with the emanation control guidelines all the more harshly. The fuel pre-preparing, that implies improving the fuel, is one of its answers.

Different examinations are regularly under route on fuel added substances to improve diesel fuel burning and diminish hurtful gas emissions. Barrel technique for decreasing temperatures bringing about the creation of NOx in the fuel infusion of water. The decrease in NOx is joined by a noteworthy abatement in PM and residue emissions in most motor examinations or numerical investigations utilizing water emulsion fuel strategies The utilization of WDE leads, at the offered rate, to an ascent of the all-out infused mass, bringing about an expansion because of the fuel-air blending rate, lessening the neighbourhood fuel air proportions and in this way the yield of PM. Research on simultaneous fuel decrease and poisonous fumes gas has been embraced by consolidating gas oil with air bubbles which are broken by fuel improvement by utilizing air. The fuel utilization diminished by 14 %, and fumes smoke and NOx decrease have additionally been affirmed by the mix of gas oil with Nano rises, in as much as steady driving without the motor’s air-enlistment is practicable.

1.1 precision

As the diesel engine which is used in this examination was snap fuel implantation type, it is dark whether the gas oil mixed with Nano air-bubbles impacts the ordinary rail mixture system that is generally used now. It’s obscure whether that gas oil blended with Nano air-bubbles influences basically utilized basic strain infusion framework on account of the kind of fuel jolt utilized by a diesel motor. Through the examination, a typical rail-infusion framework was created and its impact on high-weight gas oil blended with air-rises from Nano was likely inspected. Nano air bubble melded into gas oil Practice of littler scale use and Nano bubble advancement later turned into an assortment of front line and conventional science regions and improvements, for example Nano bubble development. Changes in essentialness and warmth removal devices, discovering reverb of ultrasonicsity because of littler sizes, breaking nanopoly, sedation transport systems, stagger wave cleaning and cleaning by the breakdown of high pressurization smaller scale and Nano bubbles, ozone water creation, mining utilizing gas fluid physical ingestion, oil-defiled decontaminating,

The air-bubble blend gadget type Ejector. Nano. The blender has an outside measurement of 20 mm and a length of 34 mm and was produced using a metal material. The fuel is provided on the left and Diesel blended with Nano air-bubbles is discharged on right.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Inside covering and carbon create is a result of drawn out occasions of running at low speeds or low loads. Such conditions may happen when an engine is left sitting as a ‘hold’ creating unit, arranged to keep running up when required. Running an engine under low loads causes low chamber loads and resulting low barrel ring fixing since this relies upon the gas to oblige them against the oil film on the bores to shape the seal. Low chamber loads cause poor consuming and resultant low start loads and temperatures.

This poor start prompts fiery remains improvement and unburnt fuel develop ups which stops and gums chamber rings, causing a further drop in fixing capability and escalates the fundamental low weight. Covering happens when hot start gases blow past the now deficiently fixing chamber rings, influencing the lubing up oil on the barrel dividers to ’streak expend’, making a clean like covering
which smooths the drag and removes the effect of the amazing case of honing marks machined into the drag surface which are there to contain oil and return it to the crankcase by methods for the scrubber ring. Hard carbon in like manner shapes from poor consuming and this is significantly harsh and scratches the honing flaws on the bores inciting bore cleaning, which by then prompts extended oil usage however further loss of weight, since the oil layer got in the honing marks is relied upon to keep up the chamber seal and loads. 9 Unburnt fuel by then spills past the barrel rings and dirties the lubing up oil.

Poor consuming influences the injectors to wind up blocked with build-up, achieving extra debilitating in start and dim smoking. The issue is extended further with the improvement of acids in the engine oil realized by combined water and start results which would consistently rise off at higher temperatures.

3. METHODOLOGY USED

3.1 WORKING PRINCIPLE

It mixes Diesel pressurized by direct at quick use with imbue or spurt, self-arranged air by negative load in the zone of the sputtering, and structures a movie like gas interface. The part of the mixing of a Nano air spill resembles this mix device. The ingested air, wild mixing and oil shearing action, is disengaged and raised through the separation. (3) The air bubble additionally refined in unanticipated zone of expansion by segment an area.

This key methodology supports the atomisation of the diesel sprinkle by blending Nano-air in the died into the air rises of Nano and by quickening irritation with the spreading of the estimations of the oxygen and particles that have been ruptured. At the time that air ascends of the full or littler scale in fuel were entered, the fuel mixture siphon and a sputum caused an air train and utilized the Nano gauge just for air ascends to end up shaky in a motor.

3.2 CONSTRUCTION

3.2.1 Experimental setup

This exhibits the imagery of the trial gadget utilized in this analysis, demonstrates an image of its appearance, and demonstrates the depictions of the test engine. A PC programming for the dynamometer configuration can keep up the motor burden and rotational speed of this test gear. The PC can legitimately acquire and store indispensable motor factors, for example, fuel utilization and admission air mass. The testing motor was a Usha Diesel, monetarily accessible, which was utilized as a typical rail fuel infusion framework. For a typical gas oil/diesel blended with the Nano air-bubbles, test fuel has been utilized independently by means of a three-way valve, connected to one piece of the pipe. Fuel stream was estimated by 213 Max Machinery Inc type, fumes gas smoke with an opacimeter (HORIBA Light Transmission Type Meter), O2 fixation with LM-1 lattice, and commotion with CEM DT-8851 clamor meter. Commotion meters were utilized to quantify fuel stream rate. The commotion meter was additionally put inside 1 meter of the engine side and was set to a property.

![Fig-1: Project Layout](image1)

3.2.2 In-line type Nano air-bubbles mixture device

In this trial, the diesel provider from the fuel tank to motor was situated hanging in the balance with two Nano air bubble blending gadgets. Two blending machines were utilized to figure the amount of Nano air bubbles blended into gas oil. The gas oil which is going from the fuel tank and pressurized by the air bubble blender Nano I self-premises the air from the blast part to a blending tank, which as appeared kept close to the fuel line. In a mixing gadget Nano, smaller scale bubbles and nano-bubbles create. In this way, the gas oil blended with Nano bubbles is sent to the motor after miniaturized scale measure bubbles are isolated at the blending tank. "Nanos bubble gas oil" is the gas oil blended with u fine air pockets. The stream is changed to the way of the blending tank when the liquid dimension in the blending tank rises and switches on a liquid dimension pointer. The productivity of Nano bubbles is expanded by expanding the quantity of air pockets going through the injector part. Mix contraption II demonstrates the activity of expanding the estimation by putting gas oil in the mixing tank of 13 bubbles blended in the gas oil.

![Fig-2: Ejector](image2)

3.2.3 Common rail type fuel injection system

This demonstrates about photograph the infusion framework for basic rail gas. The principle necessities for a typical rail-fuel infusion framework have been appeared (FC-
structure Co. Ltd. Fi-CMR). This framework is ordered with monetarily accessible parts. With a maximum. Infusion weight of 200 mpa, numerous infusions can be completed up to 7 point infusions.

3.2.4 Experimental method

An incomplete burden test was led at a consistent rate of 2000 rpm. The fumes gas smoke and the remainder of the O2 were estimated when the recurrence implies a successful barometrical adjustment weight from 200 to 550 kPa of the motor by and large execution. The fuel infusion time was resolved as the one-point infusion, which added up to 17 torrents in the number one spot right on target, before motor alteration.

3.2.5 Error analysis

The fuel stream rate, motor torque and motor speed estimation blunders are roughly 0.5%, 0.2% and 0.1%, individually. The all out fuel utilization mistake is determined to be around 0.55% by taking the square root to include a 3 blunder square. The trial information were consequently inspected multiple times and inexact bends, similar to the fuel utilization of the brake, were determined in a similar burden conditions.

4.3 DESIGN

4.3.1 Single Cylinder Diesel engine

![Fig-3: Single Cylinder Diesel Engine Different Views](image)

4.3.2 Ejector

![Fig-4: Design of Ejector](image)

4.3.3 Nozzle

![Fig-5: Nozzle](image)

4.4 FABRICATION

4.4.1 Diesel Engine

The diesel engine is an internal combustion engine where the fuel starts, which is infused into the ignition chamber, because of the mechanical pressure (adiabatic pressure) and the air is reversed into the barrel by raising the air. Diesel engines work only with air compacting. This increases the air temperature in the barrel so that the atomised diesel fuel that is infused into the combustion chamber precipitously touches down. With the fuel being infused into the air just before ignition, the scattering of the fuel is uneven; this is known as a heterogeneous air-fuel blend. The way toward blending air and fuel happens on the whole amid ignition, the oxygen diffuses into the fire, which implies that the Diesel engine works with a dispersion fire. The torque a Diesel engine produces is constrained by controlling the air proportion; this implies, rather than throttling the admission air, the Diesel motor depends on changing the measure of fuel that is infused, and the air proportion is generally high. The Diesel engine has the most staggering warm output (motor effectiveness) of any useful inside or outside ignition motor because of its high development proportion and inborn lean consume which empowers heat dissemination by the overabundance air. A little effectiveness misfortune is additionally dodged contrasted and two-stroke non-direct-infusion gas motors since unburned fuel is absent at valve cover and accordingly no fuel goes legitimately from the admission/infusion to the fumes.

4.4.2 Single Cylinder Engine

A solitary barrel motor is a basic chamber engine course of action of an internal consuming motor. It is routinely seen on bicycles, auto rickshaws, motor bicycles, mopeds, soil bikes, go-karts, radio-controlled models, and has various uses in helpful gadgets and nursery mechanical assembly. Some single-chamber automobiles and tractors have been conveyed, anyway are extraordinary today on account of upgrades in engine development. Single-barrel
motors are fundamental and traditionalist, and will normally pass on the most extraordinary power possible inside a given envelope. Cooling is less troublesome than with various chambers, conceivably saving further weight, especially if air cooling is used. Single-chamber motor require more flywheel than multi-barrel motor, and the rotating mass is decently tremendous, restricting expanding pace and sharp changes of speed. In the basic arrangement they are slanted to vibration - anyway on occasion it may be possible to control this with shafts. A variety as the split-single makes utilizes two cylinders sharing a solitary burning chamber.

Engine type: Horizontal diesel engine.
H.P: 4.1hp.
Displacement : 270cc.
Engine Type: 4-stroke, Air cooled.
RPM: 2600(Engine RPM).
Fuel Used: diesel.
Fuel Tank Capacity: 4.5L.
Oil (mixing) For Engine: 1100ml (20W 40Grade).
Fuel Consumption: 500ml/hour (engine).
Liquid output (approx.): 2400L/hour.
Weight: 25kg (approx.).

4.4.3 Dynamometer

A dynamometer was a gadget used for the ascertain the torque and the brake intensity of that machine required for the task of the determined machine. They divided defined two types. They are:

- Power Absorption Dynamometer: This dynamometer measures and assimilates the intensity of the motor that is discharged to twofold it. The assimilated power is commonly discharged through certain power transmission as warmth. For example Prony dynamometer, Rope brake dynamometer, Eddy control dynamometer, pressure driven dynamometer, and so forth are instances of intensity assimilation dynamometers.

- Power Transmission Dynamometers: This dynamometer likewise transmits capacity to the heap associated with the motor when it is demonstrated on the scale in this sort of dynamometer.

4.4.4 Rope Brake Dynamometer:

The successive brakes is additionally used to gauge the motor's braking power. It comprises of the revolution of the turning drum injured round the pole. The finish of the crease is entered to a spring balance and a stacking gadget is joined to the opposite end of the crease. The erosion between the seal and the drum retains control. In this manner, in view of the warmth created, the drum in the material brake needs to cool.

Brake power (bp) = \( \pi \frac{DN}{W - S} \)

Where D is the brake of the drum diameter, W is the weight that is subjected on the dynamometer and S is the spring balance reading.

4.4.5 Nozzle

This is a gadget that is utilized to control a liquid stream’s bearing or interface when it leaves an encased chamber or pipe. A stick is frequently a pipe or cylinder that incorporates distinctive cross-areas and can be utilized for directing or modifying the liquid stream. They are utilized to control the stream rate, speed, heading, weight, shape and the weight of the transition. In a drum, the liquid speed relies upon the liquid weight.

4.4.6 Hollow-Cone Nozzles

These spouts are typically used to utilize bug sprays and fungicides to develop in the field when the surfaces of
the leaf are set and completely secured. These spouts work at 40 psi to 100 psi weights. The weight of the splash floating is progressively because of the little size of both the beads from the empty cone level than from different spouts.

4.4.7 One Way Air Valve

This valve typically just empowers liquid to stream one way. These valves are known as two-port valves since two openings in the body enter and leave the other with the end goal of liquid. The control valves are utilized in various types. These valves are normally included with the basic family unit things and basic items. They are accessible in a wide assortment of sizes and costs and are generally extremely little, simple or economical power valves. The valves are thusly transmitted electronically, with no valve handle or stub in the bodies, the greater part of them..

4.4.8 Pressure controller

A weight control framework is a kind of control valve used to diminish the information weight of a liquid to the ideal yield esteem. Weight controllers are accessible for both the gasses and the fluid and can comprise of a different weight sensor, controller and stream valve, and are gear with a yield pressure setting, a restrictor and a sensor in one bodies.

4.4.9 Types of Pressure Regulators

- **Single stage controller**

High weight gas from the supply through the information valve. At the point when the weight is expanded that pushes the flowchart, the delta valve is bolted which keeps any more gas from entering the controller, and afterward the gas goes into the body of the control unit which can be constrained by the needle valve.

The heaviness of the outlet and the delta hold the stomach/poppet accumulation in the shut position against the power of the vast spring. On the off chance that the supply weight falls, the immense spring weight is by all accounts expanding, permitting more gas and higher worry in the outlet chamber to work until a parity weight is come to. On the off chance that the supply weight falls, the heaviness of the outlet increments and the heaviness of the outlet stays under the diminished supply weight. This is the reason the supply by a pressurized gas tank is accommodated the finish of tank dump. At the point when the supply tank falls, the lower delta weight expands the outlet worry with a lone stage controller. In that capacity, the lower the supply weight, the lower the weight differential the controller can achieve for a given spring setting.

- **Two fold stage controller**

Two stage controllers are two single stage controllers in a solitary that work to diminish the weight consistently in two stages instead of one. The principle arrange, which is preset, diminishes the heaviness of the supply gas to a midway stage; gas at that weight goes into the second stage. The gas right now ascends at a weight set by the weight changing control handle added to the stomach. Two stage controllers have two security valves, so that if there is any excess load there will be no impact. A critical challenge to the single stage controller is the prerequisite for constant adjustment. If the supply weight falls, the outlet weight may change, requiring modification. In the two stage controller, there is improved compensation for any drop in the supply weight. The assortments of most check valves are comprised of plastic or metal.
into each reduces in biological loads be typical by using the Nano-bubble gas oil. By virtue of the typical rail imbue ment system, shower is atomized differentiated and snap fuel implantation structure, it was critical to take measures for fabrication of the proportion of mixing the Nano-bubbles additionally.

5.2 Dissolved oxygen

The traits of the littler size of Nano Air-Bubble blended gasoil are not just demonstrated by the kind of blending gadget and working conditions, yet additionally when they are joined (this is the rate of discharge (course) against the compartment estimation and the time in the wake of mixing was stopped). Therefore, an inline type scaled down scale and Nanoairbubble mix contraption was presented in fuel line was probably made to be mounting on the certified vehicle and the substance characteristics of little scale and Nano airbubble was mixed into gas oil conveyed by the device was disected. Exhibits movement with the estimating time of oxygen split up in the mixing tank in circumstances through which controls were/ have been utilized: one and just air pocket mixing device and two Nano bubble mixing gadgets. The volume of relative oxygen rotted (DOR), hosed by the volume of subdivided bull oxygen in the waters, which is known to depend on the temperature of broke down oxygen changes and the proportion of the disintegrated oxygen diminish in the gas oil was recondite. The vertical centre of that outline exhibits the volume of relative separated oxygen (DOR) in gas oil non denationalized due to the volume of immersed separated bull oxygen in water of which that temperature dependence can be known. The DOR is relentless at around half in light of control. What's more, the DOR of the controls is apparently 50.70 percent, given the disintegration of oxygen, that the DOR of the Nano bubble mixing started at around 70 percent. At the point when a solitary Nano bubble mix gadget was utilized, the DO R stood amazed at 92 percent in roughly 20 minutes, and at 98 percent at evaluated 10 mins when two Nano bubble blender machines are utilized. In any case, the conditions of the blending contraption and mixing in this examination don’t oblige these quality components.

5.3 GC/MS estimation

This exhibits the delayed consequences of examinations of that control and the Nano-bubble gas oil using the GC/MS (Gas chromatograph/Mass spectrometer). They even turn show the time and vertical center point exhibits in the molecule drive. The upper side shows the control of the lower side exhibits the Nano- bubble gas oil. As the gas oil is the mix of carbon hydrides, substances of different number on the carbon and of doused and unsaturated tides were mixed. The huge zeniths of this graph shows drenched hydrocarbon of central sections, for instance C9 to C26 appears in the degree to a carbon number and fibre alike projections between those apexes can be seen as creation blends superseded with the unsaturated hydrocarbon, sulphur, nitrogen and diverse iotas as of non.
rule parts. Disregarding the way that there isn't adequate essentialness to cut the carbon commitment of the rule grapple connect identifying with the colossal tops, by mixing with the Nano-bubbles, it can be possible that the substitution reaction decreases helpful social event toward the end hydrogen forms, and in this way, less parts reduces and the fibre like, non-principal fragments lessens. In this way, improvement of the devouring reaction of Nano-bubble gas oil is be ordinary, by hydrogen particles and the oxygen particles being incorporated. In addition, if the nitrogen particles are replaced by the hydrogen particles, responsibility to the reduction of Fuel, NOx can in like manner was ordinary.

5.4 ENGINE PERFORMANCE TEST

The consequences of the motor execution test is appeared. The flat hub needing to indicate brakeman productivity weight, Pmec [kPa] which is the motor burden, and vertical hub demonstrates the unit yield, BSFC [g/kWh] or unit time fuel volume, charging effectiveness hc [percent] or fuel smoke in exhausted gases, BSN noise dB and fumes gas temperature or Teg [C] all together from underneath.

5.2.1 Fuel utilization rate

Nano bubbles have been mixed into the fuel to diminish the eco-friendliness rate. An investigation, of control and the instance of the Nano-bubble gas oil utilizing two mix devices demonstrates at ordinary statures, The fuel use is diminished by the 3.2% and at a low burden time by 6.2%. An investigation of, control and the instance of Nano-bubble gas oil utilizing two mix devices demonstrates at typical statures, the fuel use is diminished by 3.2% and at a low burden time by 6.2%.

There were reasons why the fuel use dropped from 0.013 to 0.033L/min for lower or medium store use and two fuel mix gadgets: The eco-friendliness was as keeps on following. The gas oil circuits in the mixing tank were evaluated numerous (at low weights) to products (at high loads) at the leaders of the low loads (200 kPa) at high loads (500 kPa) the discharge sum checks on a blending tank siphon 0.7 l/min were found. At the time two blending devices were utilized, it was clearly twice that the amount of Nano-bubbles blended into the gas oil risen and the fuel utilization diminished. These finding proposes a method for blending air pockets and improving distinctive conditions to utilize this structure logically.

As the reasons which fuel usage be diminished by Nano-bubble gas oil, a creation movement was be accepted the rate of consuming which advances in view of this extension in neighborhood airfuel mixes the extent and then the centralization belongs to the molecule, and inferable from augmentation split up oxygen a physical effect can in like manner was considered as the impelled start velocity realized by before marination of atomized-gas oil due to the mix of air bubbles.

5.5 Others Performance

In territory having 78 percent in all stacking reaches, the charging productivity of the control is currently consistent. While charging productivity on account of Nano-bubble gas oil was marginally improved, it improved by around 1 percent in correlation with control. The consuming rate was improved, as the air pockets mixed into gas oil had an effect, both from invention and from physical action, which is the reason the convincing extent of work has extended and the calorific incident brought about by the barrel divisor has gone down. The decreased utilization of brake-explicit fuel at high stacking rates is ordinary from delayed consequences of this examination. In any case, the utilization of fuel diminished in the low stacking extent. The advancement of the air take mixing strategy improves such territories. Despite the fact that the lessening in smoke delivered in the high level of stacking is typical, there was no refinement between the control and the gas oil blended in air pockets as one of the higher fuel effects of air stash blending. This is in light of the fact that the fuel use was remarkably reduced in the low stacking reach and besides in light of the way that no improvement in the start sway via air take mixing was found in the high stacking degree, as depicted heretofore.

The improvement of the start delay with the Nano bubble gas oil can be relied upon to lessen motor commotion. The greater Pmec, the less clamor it was decreased and the change in Pmec 200e550 kPa diminished by around 3 dB. This can be measured as non-automated gas arrangement happens in a low accuse time of a lean blender brought about by high atomized gas oil warming and an expanding weight rate. In the contrast, between the control board and the gas oil of the nano bubble.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Tentatively examined was the motor execution of the refinements in Nanobubble blending conditions with a recently presented normal strain fuel framework. The consequences of this examination are as per the following: the mixing of ethereal rises through the fundamental rail high fuel mixture outline lessens the utilization of fuel in low and medium-carburity ranges and the Nano-bubbles blend at high focus, fuel utilization diminishes by 3.2% at typical pile and by 6.2 percent at the most extreme. Nano-bubble gas oil improves charging efficiency, and temperature of vaporization, and engine smoke hullabaloo generally by one% at the most extreme. Contrasted with the control. The air pocket blending impact, or cost-viability, stays that can be clarified for pragmatic use.

6.1 FUTURE SCOPE

The investigation demonstrated that oxidant break up in fuel was significantly influenced through hypothetical examination of the gas bubble Nano. For general utilization of Nano Dissolving Mixing Device specialists with improved limit with regards to other modern purposes other than the
crumbling of Nano fuel, the Concept Device Preconfiguration was contributed. With this innovation, it will help increment burning in fuels, which will achieve ideal ignition execution contemplations required for the utilization of warm impact. The rotational speed farthest point and space hole are additionally decreasing conditions that control the structures.

As far as geometry, fuel execution has been altogether improved. As far as possible incorporate revolution speed control as the rapid pivot initiates the sledge stun property to make the fuel face warming and gas misfortune. The disassembly of oxidation isn't synthetically steady. This must in this way be utilized with security valves and gas return frameworks in authorized fuel compartments made of plate or high weight opposition material. The presentation of an intercooler in the yield fuel also stops the loss of oxidant bubbles. Though revolution at low speed prompts fuel sprinkling and a decrease in the quantity of oxidation broke up. In this manner, the speed turn should be tentatively upgraded until the plan consolidates with helpful fuel achieves its ideal right speed.
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